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Our Mission:
At Youth Ministry Conversations, we believe you know your group best. This
means our resources look a little different than what you may have experienced
in the past. We try and create a “buffet” of material so you can choose and pick
what works best for your group. You will find ideas, instructions, and possibilities
in this packet all related to the theme of “The Body.” How you use them, and how
you structure your study is up to you. We hope you enjoy this resource and return
in the future to check out other materials.

This Study:
This study will invite students to think about how the church interacts with and
responds to justice issues by engaging with the work of several modern theologians and activists. By reading selections from the work of Walter Rauschenbusch,
Howard Thurman, and Martin Luther King, Jr., in conversation with biblical references, the students will consider both the history of the movements in which
these faith leaders participated and the contemporary implications for how we as
people of faith can be the body of Christ working for justice in the world.
Lessons Included:
1
Blessed are They: Walter Rauschenbusch and the Social Gospel Page 4
2
Good News: Howard Thurman + a Theology for the Oppressed Page 10
3
Do Justice: Martin Luther King, Jr., Faith and Civil Rights
Page 17
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The Writer:
Lauren McDuffie is the Associate Pastor of
First Baptist Church in Morehead, Kentucky.
She was born in a small town in North Carolina, grew up in Memphis, Tennessee, and attended both college and divinity school at Vanderbilt University in Nashville. As a student
Lauren served in ministry with several
churches and nonprofits, and she also spent time serving as a hospital chaplain.
Lauren enjoys reading, music, running, yoga, and trips to Kentucky Lake.
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Lesson One: Blessed are They

Walter Rauschenbusch and the Social Gospel
______________________________________________________________
Focus: To consider the calling of the Sermon on the Mount and the example set
for the Body of Christ at work by Walter Rauschenbusch’s life and ministry.
Scripture:
 Matthew 5:1-16
Supplies:
□ Bibles
□ Handout
□ Posterboard
□ Markers
□ Small plastic salt shakers
□ Index cards
□ Pens/pencils
Background on scripture and topic:
Background and notes on Matthew 5:1-16
 The Sermon on the Mount is the first of five sermons attributed to Jesus in
the Gospel of Matthew
o There is a parallel passage in the Gospel of Luke, which is often called
the Sermon on the Plain
o The inclusion of these sermons suggest the possibility that the Gospel
of Matthew functioned as a sort of teaching guide for the early
church
 Most of us are used to hearing the Beatitudes (in verses 3-11) as “Blessed
are…” The Greek word used in these verses is makarios, a term which generally refers to one who is happy or fortunate due to their circumstances.
The word seems strange in these verses because Jesus is referring to people whose circumstances would be defined by most people as unhappy.
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o This is early evidence in this Gospel of the ways that Jesus’ teachings
“turn the world upside down.” Jesus is naming who will experience
happiness or blessing in God’s Kin-dom, and highlighting that this will
look different than the social convention his audience is accustomed
to.
 The Beatitudes are both comforting to those who find themselves in marginal situations, and encourage action by highlighting things like righteousness, mercy, and peace, which we know take work to accomplish.
 It’s worth noting that the congregation Jesus was preaching to would have
heard a phrase like “the meek shall inherit the earth” (verse 5) as referring
specifically to Israel
o The audience would likely have heard the beatitudes as pointing to a
future of justice for the promised land currently occupied by Rome.
o There is some debate about whether this is a spiritualized promise or
a literal one – meaning whether the author of this Gospel intended
that they would literally regain the land of Israel, complete with the
ingathering of the Diaspora, is not universally agreed upon.
 In verse 13, note that salt served many of the same functions in the ancient
world that it does today – seasoning or preserving food, cleaning, etc.
Background and noted on Walter Rauschenbusch
 Walter Rauschenbusch was the product of seven generations of pastors
o Deeply rooted in German Baptist heritage
o Educated at Rochester Theological Seminary
 First full-time pastorate – Second German Baptist Church in New York City
(in an area called Hell’s Kitchen)
o 125 members
o Surrounded by factories and tenements
o Came planning to preach a typical evangelistic message, encouraging
Christian love from the pulpit, but was drawn to the more realistic
needs of his parishioners
 As a pastor, and later as a professor, Rauschenbusch’s calling became
rooted in his idea about the Kin-dom of God and what he called the Social
Gospel
o Kin-dom of God – this rephrase if “Kingdom of God” signifies that
hope for Christians is thoroughly collective rather than individual; not
just a future hope, but a present reality that continues to grow organically
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o “axiomatic social convictions of Jesus”
 (1) the value of each individual life
 (2) the solidarity of the human family in community
 (3) the duty to stand with the poor and weak
o Believed that in the Kin-dom of God, Christ had two major tasks for
the church
 Inner task – to be realization of kin-dom within its own limits
 Outer task – to be instrument by which kin-dom advances in
human society
Parent email prompt:
For the next several weeks the students will be participating in a study
called “The Body of Christ at Work.” We will be studying the work of pastors, theologians, and activists who have been influenced by their faith to make the world
a better place. We will read the scriptures that inspired these faith leaders and
study excerpts of their own writing as well. The lessons will also include considerations of current events and justice issues. The study makes use of open-ended
questions inviting the students to consider what it means to be part of the Body of
Christ in their own lives. If you have questions about what we will be studying for
the next few weeks, please ask us! We look forward not only to having these conversations with our students, but most especially to learning from the unique perspectives our youth have on the work of God in the world.
Text Prompt the night before:
Tonight we’ll begin our study of “The Body of Christ at Work” by learning
about a pastor who was changed by the first church he served. Come join us to
find out more!
Video:
Rather than publish suggested videos with this study, I’d like to suggest that
you begin each week by contextualizing the conversation you’re going to have
within your own youth group and community. Choose a current event or justice
issue (the more local, the better) that is relevant to the theme of the week, and
show a video of news coverage or something similar to provide an overview. If
need be, spend a few minutes discussing the facts of the event or issue to make
sure everyone has a handle on the context, but refrain from discussion about responses or opinions until later in the study. Encourage students at this point and
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throughout the hour to refrain from value judgments about differing perspectives.
Scripture Reading: Invite one or several volunteers to read Matthew 5:1-16 aloud.
Response:
 What are your first thoughts in response to this passage?
 What words or phrases grab your attention?
 How do you think those who followed Jesus might have responded to this
sermon?
 (Share and discuss background on the scripture provided above as seems
appropriate for your group.)
Introduction to Walter Rauschenbusch: Review the facts above about Rauschenbusch’s life and ministry, then have one or several volunteers read aloud the
quotes from Rauschenbusch’s work found on the handout.
Discussion:
 What connections do you see between the work of Walter Rauschenbusch
and the Sermon on the Mount?
 Based on the scripture, history, and quotes we’ve read today, how would
you define the concept of a Social Gospel in your own words? (Have a
poster board with the phrase “Social Gospel” written on it for students to
write their responses on.)
 How do you think Rauschenbusch would describe the role the Church
and/or Christians should have in the world today?
 Think back to the current event we considered at the beginning of our time
together. What is a way that you, as a Christian, could respond, based on
what we’ve learned today about the teachings of Jesus and the social Gospel?
Prayer Activity:
Give each student an index card. Either in silence or with music playing in
the background (whichever you think works better for your group), encourage the
students to reflect on the teachings of Jesus and Rauschenbusch. On the index
card, have the students write a prayer for a way that they will try to be the salt of
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the earth and the light of the world this week. Then distribute the small salt shakers, and have the students fold up their prayer and place it inside the shaker. Encourage them to take these salt shakers home and place them in a place where
they will see it daily and be reminded of the work we are called to do to bring the
Kin-dom of God to life in the world.
Remind Youth:
 Jesus taught in the Sermon on the Mount that those who are on the margins of society will be cared for in the Kin-dom of God, and that we who follow God are called to help create that Kin-dom and to care for those seen
as “the least of these.”
 Rauschenbusch was convicted by the teachings of Christ (like the Sermon
on the Mount) and the people he served alongside in his church in New
York to believe that Christians and the Church had an obligation not only to
lead people to a saving knowledge of Christ, but also to care for their basic
needs and to create a world that looked like the Kin-dom of God pointed to
by Jesus.
Sources
Twentieth Century Shapers of Baptist Social Ethics by Larry L. McSwain and W.
Loyd Allen
Christianity and the Social Crisis in the 21st Century by Walter Rauschenbusch, edited by Paul Raushenbush
The CEB Study Bible
“Gospel of Matthew” by Amy-Jill Levine, Women’s Bible Commentary, Carol A.
Newsom, Sharon H. Ringe, and Jacqueline E. Lapsley, editors
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Walter Rauschenbusch – Christianity and the Social Crisis
“The popular hope was a Jewish national hope. Under the hands of Jesus it became human and
therefore universal….he immediately makes room at the Messianic table-round for those who
shall come from the East and the West…when he wanted to hold up a model of human neighborliness, he went out of his way to make him a Samaritan, an alien, and a heretic (Luke 10:2537). Thus the old division of humanity into Jews and Gentiles began to fade out in his mind, and
a new dividing line ran between the good and the evil, between those who opened their heart
to the new life and those who closed it. He approached the bold cosmopolitanism of Paul, that,
‘in Christ Jesus there is neither Jew nor Greek.’ (Galatians 3:28). But as soon as religion was
thus based, not on national prerogatives, but on human needs and capacities, the kingdom of
God became universal in scope, an affair of all humanity.” (51)
“The Church has used the miracles of Jesus for theological purposes as evidences of his divine
mission. According to the Synoptic gospels, Jesus himself flatly refused to furnish them for such
a purpose to the contemporary theologians (Matthew 12:38-39, 16:1-4). His healing power was
for social help, for the alleviation of human suffering.” (66)
“The demoralization of society which we have tried to bring before us in the preceding chapter
ought to appeal most powerfully to the Church, for the Church is to be the incarnation of the
Christ-spirit on earth, the organized conscience of Christendom. It should be swiftest to
awaken to every undeserved suffering, bravest to speak against every wrong, and strongest to
rally the moral forces of the community against everything that threatens the better life among
men.” (235)
“Other organizations may conceivably be indifferent when confronted with the chronic or acute
poverty of our cities. The Christian Church cannot. The very name of ‘Christian’ would turn into
an indictment if it did not concern itself in the situation in some way.” (247)
“The Sermon on the Mount, in which Jesus clearly defines the points of difference between his
ethics and the current morality, is always praised reverently, but rarely taken seriously. Its edge
is either blunted by an alleviating exegesis, or it is asserted that it is intended for the millennium and not for the present social life.” (255)
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